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ENGLISH TURN OF THE CENTURY MAHOGANY EXTENSION DINING TABLE
WITH QUADRIPOD BASE

$15,000
An English Turn of the Century mahogany extension dining room table circa 1900 with two removable leaves and three

quadripod bases. Step into a realm of grace and timeless elegance with this exquisite English Turn of the Century mahogany
extension dining room table, dating circa 1900. A true embodiment of refined craftsmanship and classic design, this dining table

is set to elevate any dining space with its majestic presence.

The rectangular top of this opulent table proudly flaunts rounded corners, smoothly blending aesthetics with functionality. The
table top separates to accommodate two additional leaves, transforming from a gracious 99 inches to a regal 138 inches in

width. Each removable leaf measures 19.5 inches, allowing you to effortlessly tailor the table’s size to your entertaining needs.

Holding this substantial table aloft are three quadripod bases, artfully constructed to ensure stability without compromising on
style. Each base features a pedestal resting upon four saber legs, which are carved with fluted accents.

Adding an extra dash of finesse, the saber legs are mounted on petite brass feet equipped with casters, ensuring easy
maneuverability. This feature not only adds to the table's grandeur but also underscores the attention to detail that has gone

into its creation.

This English mahogany extension dining room table is not just furniture; it’s a piece of history and artistry that brings together
the past and the present in the most elegant fashion. Perfect for family gatherings or sumptuous feasts, this table is a testament

to timeless grandeur.

Height: 29 in (73.66 cm)

Width: 99 in (251.46 cm)
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Depth: 45 in (114.3 cm)

SKU: A 4519
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